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ASYMPTOTIC BOUNDEDNESS AND MOMENT ASYMPTOTIC
EXPANSION IN ULTRADISTRIBUTION SPACES
LENNY NEYT AND JASSON VINDAS
Dedicated to the memory of Prof. Bogoljub Stankovic´
Abstract. We obtain structural theorems for the so-called S-asymptotic and quasi-
asymptotic boundedness of ultradistributions. Using these results, we then analyze
the moment asymptotic expansion (MAE), providing a full characterization of those
ultradistributions satisfying this asymptotic formula in the one-dimensional case. We
also introduce and study a uniform variant of the MAE. Some of our arguments rely
on properties of the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). We develop here a new
framework for the STFT on various ultradistribution spaces.
1. Introduction
In this article we study asymptotic properties of ultradistributions. Asymptotic
analysis is an important subject in the theory of generalized functions and provides
powerful tools for applications in areas such as mathematical physics, number theory,
and differential equations. The theory of asymptotic behavior of generalized functions
has been particularly useful in the study of Tauberian theorems for integral transforms.
We refer to the monographs [9, 24, 29] for complete accounts on the subject and its
many applications.
The asymptotic behavior of a generalized function is usually analyzed via its para-
metric behavior, mostly with respect to translation or dilation. The idea of looking
at the translates of a distribution goes back to Schwartz [28, Chapter VII], who used
it to measure the order of growth of tempered distributions at infinity. Pilipovic´ and
Stankovic´ later introduced a generalization, the so called S-asymptotic behavior, and
thoroughly investigated its properties for distributions, ultradistributions, and Fourier
hyperfunctions. There are deep connections between S-asymptotics and Wiener Taube-
rian theorems for generalized functions [20, 21]. Our aim in the first part of this paper is
to establish a counterpart of the main structural result from [23] (cf. [24, Theorem 1.10,
p. 46]) for S-asymptotically bounded ultradistributions. The S-asymptotics is defined
via the asymptotic behavior of convolution averages of the ultradistribution and there
are several ultradistribution spaces that were studied in [5, 19] and are closely related
to these convolution averages. We point out that we shall work with much weaker
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assumptions than those employed in [5, 19, 23, 24] and this, in turn, requires using dif-
ferent technology. Our technique here is based upon exploiting mapping properties of
the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and is inspired by the recent works [3, 4, 15].
There are two very well-established approaches to asymptotics of generalized func-
tions related to dilation. The first one is the quasiasymptotic behavior, which employs
regularly varying functions [1] as gauges in the asymptotic comparisons. This concept
was first introduced by Zav’yalov for Schwartz distributions [32] and further devel-
oped by him, Drozhzhinov, and Vladimirov in [29]. The quasiasymptotic behavior
was naturally extended to the context of one-dimensional ultradistributions in [22].
Here we shall provide complete structural theorems for quasiasymptotically bounded
ultradistributions, both at infinity and the origin, using the above-mentioned results
for S-asymptotic boundedness and techniques developed by the authors in [16]. These
results are the ultradistributional analogs of the structural theorems from [30] (cf. [24,
Section 2.12, p. 160]).
The second important approach to asymptotic behavior related to dilation is the so-
called moment asymptotic expansion (MAE), whose properties have been extensively
investigated by Estrada and Kanwal [8, 9]. Some recent contributions can be found
in [27, 31]. A generalized function f is said to satisfy the MAE if there is a certain
multisequence tµαuαPNd , called the moments of f , such that the following asymptotic
expansion holds
(1.1) fpλxq „
ÿ
αPNd
p´1q|α|µαδpαqpxq
α!λ|α|`d
, λÑ 8.
As is shown in the monograph [9], the MAE supplies a unified approach to several
aspects of asymptotic analysis and its applications. Interestingly, Estrada characterized
[7] the largest space of distributions where the MAE holds as the dual of the space of
so-called GLS symbols [11]. We will consider the MAE for ultradistributions, providing
a counterpart of Estrada’s full characterization in the one-dimensional case. We shall
also study a uniform version of (1.1), which we call the UMAE. Our considerations
naturally lead to introduce the ultradistribution spaces K1˚pRdq and K1˚: pRdq, which
are intimately connected with the MAE and UMAE. We note that in even dimension
our space K1˚: pR2dq arises as the dual of one of the spaces of symbols of ‘infinite order’
pseudo-differential operators from [26].
The plan of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we fix the notation and briefly
explain some facts about ultradistributions. Section 3 is devoted to establishing a
theory for the STFT on D1˚pRdq using compactly supported ultradifferentiable win-
dows; in particular, we obtain the STFT desingularization formula for general ultra-
distributions. Then, in Section 4, we characterize the S-asymptotic boundedness of
ultradistributions; our method relies on studying the weighted ultradistribution spaces
B1˚ω “ pDL1ωq1 by means of the STFT. We obtain complete structural theorems for one-
dimensional quasiasymptotically bounded ultradistributions in Section 5. Section 6 is
dedicated to the MAE. We introduce there the test function space K˚pRdq and its dual
K1˚pRdq and show in particular that in dimension 1 the elements of K1˚pRq are precisely
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those ultradistributions that satisfy the MAE. Finally, we study in Section 7 a uniform
variant of the moment asymptotic expansion.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we fix the notation and briefly collect some background material on
ultradistributions.
2.1. Weight sequences. Given a weight sequence tMpupPN of positive real numbers,
we will often make use of one or more of the following conditions:
pM.1q: M2p ďMp´1Mp`1, p ě 1;
pM.2q1: Mp`1 ď AHpMp, p P N, for certain constants A and H ;
pM.2q: Mp`q ď AHp`qMpMq, p, q P N, for certain constants A and H ;
pM.3q1: ř8p“1Mp´1{Mp ă 8;
pM.3q: ř8p“qMp´1{Mp ď c0qMq´1{Mq, q ě 1, for a certain constant c0.
The meaning of all these conditions is very well explained in [12]. Whenever we consider
the weight sequence Mp, we always assume it satisfies pM.1q. For multi-indices α P Nd,
we will simply denote M|α| as Mα. The associated function of Mp is given by
Mptq :“ sup
pPN
log
tpM0
Mp
, t ą 0,
and Mp0q “ 0. We will often exploit the bounds (cf. [12, Proposition 3.4 and 3.6]):
‚ If Mp satisfies pM.2q1 then for any k ą 0
(2.1) Mptq ´Mpktq ď ´ logpt{Aq log k
logH
, t ą 0.
‚ Mp satisfies pM.2q if and only if
(2.2) 2Mptq ďMpHtq ` logpAM0q.
2.2. Ultradistributions. Let Ω Ă Rd be open and let K Ť Rd be a (regular) compact
subset. For any ℓ ą 0 we denote as EMp,ℓpKq the space of all smooth functions ϕ for
which
‖ϕ‖
E
Mp,ℓpKq :“ sup
αPNd
sup
xPK
|ϕpαqpxq|
ℓ|α|Mα
is finite. Then, as customary [12], we set
E pMpqpΩq “ limÐÝ
KŤΩ
limÐÝ
ℓą0
EMp,ℓpKq and E tMpupΩq “ limÐÝ
KŤΩ
limÝÑ
ℓą0
EMp,ℓpKq,
and use E˚pΩq as the common notation for the Beurling and Roumieu case (when a
separate treatment is needed, we will always first state assertions about the Beurling
case pMpq, then followed by the Roumieu case tMpu in parenthesis).
For compactly supported test functions our notation is standard, we write D˚pΩq “
E˚pΩq X DpΩq, these spaces are topologize in the canonical way [12] (naturally, by
the Denjoy-Carleman theorem, the non-triviality of D˚pΩq is equivalent to pM.3q1).
The strong dual D1˚pΩq is the space of ultradistributions of class ˚, while the elements
of E 1˚pΩq are exactly those ultradistributions with compact support. Finally, given
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K Ť Ω, by DK we denote the Fre´chet space of all smooth functions with support in
K, whereas D˚K “ E˚pΩqXDK , DMp,ℓK “ EMp,ℓpKqXDK, and DMp,ℓpΩq “
Ť
KŤΩD
Mp,ℓ
K .
3. The short-time Fourier transform for general ultradistributions
One of the key ingredients for our arguments in the next section will be exploit-
ing reconstruction and desingularization formulas for the short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) [10]. This will allow us to work under considerably weaker conditions than
those needed (cf. [5, 19]) for applying the parametrix method. The present section
is devoted to developing a framework for the STFT of general ultradistributions with
respect to compactly supported ultradifferentiable window functions of Beurling type.
Our analysis closely follows that from [4, Section 2] (see also [3, Subsection 2.3]), though
a bit more precision will be needed. Throughout this section we will always assume
Mp satisfies pM.1q, pM.2q1, and pM.3q1.
Let us start by recalling some basic properties [10] of the STFT on L2pRdq. We denote
the translation and modulation operators as Txf “ fp ¨ ´ xq and Mξf “ e2πiξ ¨f , for
x, ξ P Rd, respectively, while fˇ “ fp´ ¨ q is reflection about the origin. The STFT of a
function f P L2pRdq with respect to a window ψ P L2pRdq is defined as
Vψfpx, ξq :“ pf,MξTxψqL2 “
ż
Rd
fptqψpt´ xqe´2πiξ¨tdt, px, ξq P R2d.
Now ‖Vψf‖L2pR2dq “ ‖ψ‖L2pRdq ‖f‖L2pRdq, so that in particular Vψ : L2pRdq Ñ L2pR2dq
is continuous. The adjoint of Vψ is given by the weak integral
V ˚ψ F “
ż ż
R2d
F px, ξqMξTxψdxdξ, F P L2pR2dq.
If ψ ‰ 0 and γ P L2pRdq is a synthesis window for ψ, i.e. pγ, ψqL2 ‰ 0, then
(3.1)
1
pγ, ψqL2pRdq
V ˚γ ˝ Vψ “ idL2pRdq .
We now wish to extend the STFT to the space D1pMpqpRdq, for which we must first
establish the mapping properties of the STFT on DpMpqpRdq. As usual, given two
l.c.s. (Hausdorff locally convex spaces) E and F we write EpbπF,EpbεF,EpbiF for
the completion of the tensor product E b F with respect to the projective, ε- or
inductive topology, respectively [13]. If either E or F is nuclear we simply write
EpbF “ EpbπF “ EpbεF .
Let d1, d2 P Z` and K Ť Rd1 . The space SpMpqpRd2q stands the Fre´chet space of all
φ P C8pRd2q such that
‖φ‖
SMp,k
:“ sup
|α|ďk
sup
ξPRd2
ˇˇ
φpαqpξqˇˇ eMpk|ξ|q ă 8, @k P N.
Wemay identify the spaceDK,xpbSpMpqpRd2ξ q with the Fre´chet space of all Φ P C8pRd1`d2x,ξ q
with suppΦ Ď K ˆ Rd2 such that
|Φ|K,k :“ sup|α|ďk sup|β|ďk suppx,ξqPKˆRd2
ˇˇˇ
BαxBβξΦpx, ξq
ˇˇˇ
eMpk|ξ|q ă 8, @k P N.
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By [13, Theorem 2.3] we then have the following isomorphisms as l.c.s.
DpRd1x qpbiSpMpqpRd2ξ q – limÝÑ
KŤRd1
DK,xpbSpMpqpRd2ξ q
and `
DpRd1x qpbiSpMpqpRd2ξ q˘1b – D1pRd1x qpbS 1pMpqpRd2ξ q.
Proposition 3.1. Let ψ P DpMpqpRdq. The following mappings are continuous:
Vψ : D
pMpqpRdq Ñ DpRdxqpbiSpMpqpRdξq
and
V ˚ψ : DpRdxqpbiSpMpqpRdξq Ñ DpMpqpRdq.
Proof. Let R0 ą 0 be such that Bp0, R0q contains suppψ.
We first show the continuity of Vψ. Let R ą R0 be arbitrary and consider ϕ P
DpMpqpRdq with suppϕ Ď Bp0, Rq. Clearly, supp Vψϕ Ď Bp0, 2Rq ˆ Rd. Fix k P N and
let α, β, γ P Nd with |α|, |β| ď k. Then, for each ℓ ą 0, we haveˇˇˇ
ξγBαxBβξ Vψϕpx, ξq
ˇˇˇ
ď p2πqk´|γ|
ÿ
γ1ďγ
ˆ
γ
γ1
˙ż
Rd
|ptβϕptqqpγ1q||ψpα`γ´γ1qpx´ tq|dt
ď C 1 ‖ϕ‖
E
Mp,ℓpBp0,Rqq ‖ψ‖EMp,ℓpBp0,Rqq pℓ{πq|γ|Mα`γ
ď C ‖ϕ‖
E
Mp,ℓpBp0,Rqq
pHkℓq|γ|Mγ
π|γ|M0
,
by pM.2q1 for some C ą 0 depending on ℓ and k. Whence if we set ℓ “ π{pkHk?dq,
(3.2) |Vψϕ|Bp0,2Rq,k ď C ‖ϕ‖EMp,ℓpBp0,Rqq ,
and the continuity follows.
Let us now show the continuity of the adjoint mapping V ˚ψ . We consider again
R ą R0 and let Φ P DBp0,Rq,xpbiSpMpqpRdξq. We have supp V ˚ψΦ Ď Bp0, 2Rq. Let ℓ ą 0
and pick k P N such that kℓ ě 4πHd`1 with H as in (2.1). For any α P Nd we now
haveˇˇBαt V ˚ψΦptqˇˇ ď ÿ
α1ďα
ˆ
α
α1
˙ż ż
R2d
|Φpx, ξq||2πξ||α1||ψpα´α1qpt´ xq|dxdξ ď CℓαMα|Φ|K,k,
for some C ą 0, where we have used (2.1). The desired continuity has been established.

For any ψ P DpMpqpRdq and f P D1˚pRdq, we define the STFT of f as
Vψfpx, ξq :“
〈
f,MξTxψ
〉 “ e´2πiξ¨xpf ˚Mξψˇqpxq, px, ξq P R2d.
Then, Vψf is obviously a smooth function on R
2d.
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Lemma 3.2. Let ψ P DpMpqpRdq and f P D1˚pRdq. Then for every K Ť Rd there is
some ℓ ą 0 such that (for all ℓ ą 0 we have)
sup
px,ξqPKˆRd
|Vψfpx, ξq| e´Mpℓ|ξ|q ă 8.
In particular, Vψf defines an element of D
1pRdxqpbS 1pMpqpRdξq via
〈Vψf,Φ〉 :“
ż ż
R2d
Vψfpx, ξqΦpx, ξqdxdξ, Φ P DpRdxqpbiSpMpqpRdξq.
Proof. Let K Ť Rd be arbitrary and set rK “ suppψ `K. Since suppMξTxψ Ď rK
for all px, ξq P K ˆ Rd, we have that for some ℓ0 ą 0 (for any ℓ0 ą 0) there exists a
C “ Cℓ0 ą 0 such that
|Vψfpx, ξq| ď C ‖MξTxψ‖EMp,ℓ0p rKq , px, ξq P K ˆ Rd.
Now for all px, ξq P K ˆ Rd
‖MξTxψ‖EMp,ℓ0p rKq “ sup
αPNd
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙p2π|ξ|q|β| suptP rK ˇˇψpα´βqpt´ xqˇˇ
ℓ
|α|
0 Mα
ďM0 ‖ψ‖EMp,ℓ0{2psuppψq sup
αPNd
2´|α|
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙p4π|ξ|q|β|
ℓ
|β|
0 Mβ
ď ‖ψ‖
E
Mp,ℓ0{2psuppψq exppMp4π|ξ|{ℓ0qq,
which shows the assertion. 
Let ψ P DpMpqpRdq. We define the adjoint STFT of F P D1pRdxqpbS 1pMpqpRdξq as〈
V ˚ψ F, ϕ
〉
:“ 〈F, Vψϕ〉 , ϕ P DpMpqpRdq.
Then V ˚ψ F P D1pMpqpRdq by Proposition 3.1. We are now able to establish the mapping
properties of the STFT on D1pMpqpRdq and obtain the the desingularisation formula in
D1˚pRdq.
Proposition 3.3. Let ψ P DpMpqpRdq. Then
Vψ : D
1pMpqpRdq Ñ D1pRdxqpbS 1pMpqpRdξq
and
V ˚ψ : D
1pRdxqpbS 1pMpqpRdξq Ñ D1pMpqpRdq
are well-defined continuous mappings. Moreover, if ψ P DpMpqpRdqzt0u and γ P DpMpqpRdq
is a synthesis window for ψ, then
(3.3)
1
pγ, ψqL2 V
˚
γ ˝ Vψ “ idD1pMpqpRdq
and the desingularization formula
(3.4) 〈f, ϕ〉 “ 1pγ, ψqL2
ż ż
R2d
Vψfpx, ξqVγϕpx,´ξqdxdξ
holds for all f P D1˚pRdq and ϕ P D˚pRdq.
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Proof. Proposition 3.1 directly yields the continuity of V ˚ψ . The continuity of Vψ would
also follow from Proposition 3.1 if we establish the formula
(3.5) 〈Vψf,Φ〉 “
〈
f, V ˚ψΦ
〉
,
for any f P D1pMpqpRdq and Φ P DpRdxqpbiSpMpqpRdξq. In fact, one has
Φpx, ξqMξTxψptq P DpMpqpRdt qpbiSpMpqpR2dx,ξq – limÝÑ
KŤRd
D
pMpq
K,t
pbSpMpqpR2dx,ξq,
and since
1px, ξq b fptq “ fptq b 1px, ξq P D1pMpqpRdt qpbS 1pMpqpR2dx,ξq – pDpMpqpRdt qpbiSpMpqpR2dx,ξqq1b,
we obtain
〈Vψf,Φ〉 “
ż ż
R2d
〈
f,MξTxψ
〉
Φpx, ξqdxdξ “ 〈1px, ξqpbifptq,Φpx, ξqMξTxψptq〉
“
〈
fptq,
ż ż
R2d
Φpx, ξqMξTxψptqdxdξ
〉
“
〈
f, V ˚ψΦ
〉
.
Next, let ψ P D1pMpqpRdqzt0u and γ P DpMpqpRdq be a synthesis window for ψ. In
view of (3.5) and the reconstruction formula (3.1), we infer it follows that for any
ϕ P DpMpqpRdq
〈
V ˚γ pVψfq, ϕ
〉 “ 〈Vψf, Vγϕ〉 “
〈
f, V ˚ψ pVγϕq
〉
“ pγ, ψqL2 〈f, ϕ〉 ,
which shows (3.3) and (3.4) in the Beurling case. For (3.4) in the Roumieu case, take
an arbitrary f P D1tMpupRdq. Let R0 ą 0 be such that Bp0, R0q contains suppψ. If we
fix R ą R0 and ℓ, then the inequality (3.2) holds for any ϕ P DMp,ℓBp0,Rq. This inequality
together with (2.1) and Lemma 3.2 imply that〈
f˜ , ϕ
〉
:“ 1pγ, ψqL2
ż ż
R2d
Vψfpx, ξqVγϕpx,´ξqdxdξ
defines an element of D1tMpupRdq. By (3.4) in the Beurling case, f and f˜ coincide on a
dense subspace of DtMpupRdq, so that they must be equal as elements of D1tMpupRdq. 
4. S-asymptotic boundedness
Our aim here is to obtain a structural characterization for those ultradistributions
that satisfy
(4.1) fpx` hq “ O pωphqq , h PW, in D1˚pRdq,
where W Ď Rd is simply an unbounded set and ω is a positive function. The S-
asymptotic relation is to be interpreted in the ultradistributional sense [24], that is, it
explicitly means that for each test function ϕ P D˚pRdq,
(4.2) sup
hPW
〈fpx` hq, ϕpxq〉
ωphq “ suphPW
pf ˚ ϕˇqphq
ωphq ă 8.
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We first focus on the case W “ Rd, where we assume ω is positive and measurable
and impose the following regularity condition on it,
(4.3) sup
xPRd
ωp ¨ ` xq
ωpxq P L
8
locpRdq.
Some function and ultradistribution spaces introduced in [5] (cf. [6]) are involved in
our analysis. Let L1ω “ tg : }g}L1ω “:
ş
Rd
|gpxq|ωpxqdx ă 8u; we denote its dual as L8ω ,
so that e.g. (4.2) takes the form f ˚ ϕˇ P L8ω . For any ℓ ą 0 we write DMp,ℓL1ω for the
Banach space consisting of all ϕ P C8pRdq such that
‖ϕ‖
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
:“ sup
αPNd
∥∥ϕpαq∥∥
L1ω
ℓ|α|Mα
ă 8.
We set
D
pMpq
L1ω
:“ limÐÝ
ℓÑ0`
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
, D
tMpu
L1ω
:“ limÝÑ
ℓÑ8
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
.
One easily verifies the continuous dense inclusions D˚pRdq ãÑ D˚
L1ω
ãÑ E˚pRdq under the
assumptions pM.1q, pM.2q1, and pM.3q1. As in [5], the strong dual of D˚
L1ω
is denoted
by B1˚ω . It is shown in [5] under the assumptions pM.1q, pM.2q, and pM.3q that an
ultradistribution f satisfies (4.2) on W “ Rd if and only if f P B1˚ω . We shall improve
this result by relaxing the hypothesis on the weight sequence to pM.1q, pM.2q1, and
pM.3q1. We first need three lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let ω satisfy (4.3) and let ψ P DpMpqpRdq. Assume pM.1q holds.
(i) There exists a constant Cψ “ Cψ,ω,ℓ ą 0 such that for any ϕ P DMp,ℓL1ω we have
‖Vψϕp ¨ , ξq‖L1ω ď Cψ ‖ϕ‖DMp,ℓ
L1ω
e´Mpπ|ξ|{pℓ
?
dqq.
(ii) For any ϕ P DMp,ℓpRdq there is Cϕ ą 0 such that for all f P pDMp,ℓL1ω q1
|pf ˚ ϕqpxq| ď Cϕ ‖f‖pDMp,ℓ
L1ω
q1 ωpxq,
so that in particular there is Cψ ą 0 such that
(4.4) |Vψfpx, ξq| ď Cψ ‖f‖pDMp,ℓ
L1ω
q1 ωpxqeMp4π|ξ|{ℓq.
(iii) Suppose that in addition pM.2q1 and pM.3q1 hold. If ψ P DpMpqpRdqzt0u and
γ P DpMpqpRdq is a synthesis window for ψ, then the desingularization formula
(3.4) holds for all f P B1˚ω and ϕ P D˚L1ω .
Proof. Let R ą 0 be such that suppψ Ď Bp0, Rq.
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(i) Let ϕ P DMp,ℓ
L1ω
be arbitrary. For any α P Nd we have
|ξαVψϕpx, ξq| ď 1p2πq|α|
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙ż
Rd
|ϕpβqptq||ψpα´βqpx´ tq|dt
ď π
d{2Rd ‖ψ‖
E
Mp,ℓpsuppψq
p2πq|α|Γpd{2` 1q
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙
ℓ|α´β|Mα´β sup
|h|ďR
|ϕpβqpx` hq|.
Now for any β P Nd and |h| ď R we have by (4.3)ż
Rd
|ϕpβqpx` hq|ωpxqdx ď CR
ż
Rd
|ϕpβqpx` hq|ωpx` hqdx ď CR ‖ϕ‖
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
ℓ|β|Mβ,
whenceż
Rd
|Vψϕpx, ξq|ωpxqdx ď Cψ ‖ϕ‖
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
inf
pPN
Mp
pπ|ξ|{pℓ?dqqpM0
ď Cψ ‖ϕ‖
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
e´Mpπ|ξ|{pℓ
?
dqq.
(ii) For any ϕ P DMp,ℓpRdq such that suppϕ Ď Bp0, R1q it follows from (4.3) that
‖Txϕ‖
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
ď CR1 ‖ϕ‖EMp,ℓpBp0,R1qq ωpxq,
whence the first bound is obtained. Now as the mapping
˚f : DMp,ℓpRdq Ñ D1˚pRdq : ϕ ÞÑ f ˚ ϕ,
is continuous, it follows from the closed graph theorem that ˚f is a continuous map-
ping DMp,ℓpRdq Ñ L8ω pRdq. Since te´Mp4π|ξ|{ℓqMξψˇ : ξ P Rdu is a bounded family in
DMp,ℓpRdq, we infer that
sup
px,ξqPR2d
e´Mp4π|ξ|{ℓqω´1pxq |Vψfpx, ξq| ă 8.
(iii) We define f˜ : D˚
L1ω
Ñ C as the linear map
f˜ : ϕ ÞÑ 1pγ, ψqL2
ż ż
R2d
Vψfpx, ξqVγϕpx,´ξqdxdξ.
Then, for any ϕ P D˚
L1ω
, applying (i) and (ii) we get that for some ℓf ą 0 and any
ℓϕ ą 0 (for any ℓf ą 0 and some ℓϕ ą 0)
|f˜pϕq| ď CγCψpγ, ψqL2 ‖f‖pDMp,ℓfL1ω q1
‖ϕ‖
D
Mp,ℓϕ
L1ω
ż
Rd
eMp4π|ξ|{ℓf q´Mpπ|ξ|{pℓϕ
?
dqqdξ.
Choosing ℓf “ 4ℓϕHd`1
?
d and using (2.1) one concludes that the very last integral
converges, showing that f˜ P B1˚ω . By Proposition 3.3 f and f˜ coincide on D˚pRdq,
whence f “ f˜ in B1˚ω . 
The next lemma provides a projective description for D
tMpu
L1ω
. We shall also consider
R “  pℓpqpPZ` : ℓp Õ 8 and ℓp ą 0, @p P Z`( . For any pℓpq P R we write L0 “ 1 and
Lp “
śp
j“1 ℓj for p P Z` and denote the associated function of MpLp as Mℓp. One has
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the following useful assertions [13, Lemma 3.4] for any (multi-)sequence of non-negative
numbers taαuαPNd ,
(4.5) Dℓ ą 0 : sup
αPNd
aαℓ
|α| ă 8 ô @pℓpq P R : sup
αPNd
aα{Lα ă 8
and
(4.6) @ℓ ą 0 : sup
αPNd
aαℓ
|α| ă 8 ô Dpℓpq P R : sup
αPNd
aαLα ă 8.
It is also important to point out [25, Lemma 2.3] that if Mp satisfies pM.2q1 or pM.2q
then for any pℓpq P R one can always find pkpq P R such that kp ď ℓp, p P Z`, for which
MpKp satisfies the same condition as Mp.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose ω satisfies (4.3) and that pM.1q, pM.2q1, and pM.3q1 hold. We
have
D
tMpu
L1ω
“ limÐÝpℓpqPR
D
MpLp,1
L1ω
as locally convex spaces.
Proof. Set, as l.c.s., rDtMpu
L1ω
:“ limÐÝpℓpqPR
D
MpLp,1
L1ω
.
An application of (4.5) shows that D
tMpu
L1ω
and rDtMpu
L1ω
coincide as sets. Trivially D
tMpu
L1ω
is continuously contained in rDtMpu
L1ω
. Let p be any continuous seminorm of D
tMpu
L1ω
. Let
B Ă B1tMpuω be the polar of the closed unit ball of p, so that, by the bipolar theorem,
ppϕq “ sup
fPB
|〈f, ϕ〉| , ϕ P DtMpu
L1ω
.
The set B is strongly bounded in B
1tMpu
ω , so that B Ă pDMp,ℓL1ω q1 is bounded for each
ℓ ą 0, or which amounts to the same supfPB ‖f‖pDMp,ℓ
L1ω
q1 ă 8 for each ℓ ą 0. Employing
Lemma 4.1(ii), we get that for each ψ P DpMpqpRdq and ℓ ą 0 there is some C 1B “
C 1B,ψ,ℓ ą 0 such that
sup
fPB
|Vψfpx, ξq| ď C 1BωpxqeMpℓ|ξ|q.
If we now apply [2, Lemma 4.5(i), p. 417], there are some kp P R and CB ą 0 for which
sup
fPB
|Vψfpx, ξq| ď CBωpxqeMkppπ|ξ|q.
We might additionally assume that MpKp satisfies pM.2q1. Let ψ P DpMpqpRdqzt0u and
γ P DpMpqpRdq be a synthesis window for ψ. If we select ℓp “ kpH´d´1
?
d, then, for
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any ϕ P rDtMpu
L1ω
, it follows from parts (i) and (iii) from Lemma 4.1 that
sup
fPB
|〈f, ϕ〉| ď CBpγ, ψqL2
ż ż
R2d
ωpxq |Vγϕpx,´ξq| eMkppπ|ξ|qdxdξ
ď CBCγpγ, ψqL2 ‖ϕ‖DMpLp,1L1ω
ż
Rd
eMkp pπ|ξ|q´MkppH
d`1π|ξ|qdξ
ď Clp ‖ϕ‖DMpLp,1
L1ω
,
for some Clp ą 0, where we have made use of (2.1). Consequently, p is also a continuous
seminorm on rDtMpu
L1ω
, so that the spaces also coincide topologically as claimed. 
We also need the following auxiliary lemma. Given ε ą 0 and a set V , we denote as
Vε the open ε-neighborhood of V , that is, the set Vε “ V `Bp0, εq.
Lemma 4.3. Given ε ą 0 there are absolute constants c0,ε and c1,ε such that each
function g P L8locpVεq satisfying the bound supxPV, |h|ďε |gpx ` hq|{ωpxq ă 8, where
V Ă Rd is open and ω is a positive function defined on V , can be written as g “ ∆g1`g0
in V for some functions gj P CpV q X L8ω pV q that satisfy
sup
xPV
|gjpxq|
ωpxq ď cj,ε supxPVε, |h|ďε
|gpx` hq|
ωpxq , j “ 0, 1.
Proof. To show this, we make use of the fact that the fundamental solutions of the
Laplacian belong to L1locpRdq X C8pRdzt0uq. By cutting-off a fundamental solution in
the ball Bp0, εq, this implies we can select functions χ1 P L1pRdq and χ0 P DpRdq both
supported on Bp0, εq, such that δ “ ∆χ1 ` χ0. Extend g off Vε as 0 and keep calling
this extension by g, We obtain the claim if we set gj “ g ˚ χj so that the desired
inequalities hold with cj,ε “
ş
|x|ďε |χjp´xq|dx.

We are ready to describe B1˚ω in several ways.
Theorem 4.4. Let ω satisfy (4.3) and suppose pM.1q, pM.2q1 and pM.3q1 hold. Let
f P D1˚pRdq. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) f P B1˚ω .
(ii) There are continuous functions tfαuαPNd such that for some ℓ ą 0 (for any ℓ ą 0)
there exists Cℓ ą 0 such that
(4.7) |fαpxq| ď Cℓ ℓ
|α|
Mα
ωpxq, x P Rd, α P Nd,
and
(4.8) f “
ÿ
αPNd
f pαqα .
(iii) fpx` hq “ Opωphqq, h P Rd, in D1˚pRdq.
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Proof. The representation (4.8) with the fα satisfying the bounds (4.7) implies f ˚ϕ P
L8ω for each ϕ P D˚pRdq, so that the implication (ii)ñ(iii) certainly holds.
(i)ñ(ii). We only discuss the Roumieu case, the treatment in the Berling one is
similar but simpler. Moreover, in view of Lemma 4.3 and the assumption pM.2q1, it
suffices to establish the property (ii) with measurable functions fα. Given pℓpq P R,
define Xℓp as the Banach space of smooth functions ϕ such that
‖ϕ‖Xℓp “
ÿ
αPNd
ż
Rd
|ϕpαqpxq|
MαLα
ωpxqdx ă 8.
Using Lemma 4.2, we alternatively have D
tMpu
L1ω
“ limÐÝpℓpqPRXℓp. Let then f P X
1
ℓp
.
Consider the weight ωℓppα, xq “ ωpxq{pMαLαq on NdˆRd and the weighted space L1ωℓp .
The mapping j : Xℓp Ñ L1ωℓp given by jpϕqpα, xq “ p´1q|α|ϕpαqpxq is an isometry so that
〈f, jpϕq〉 “ 〈f, ϕ〉 defines a continuous linear functional on jpXℓpq. The representation
(4.8) with functions as in (4.7) then follows by applying the Hanh-Banach theorem
(and (4.6)).
(iii)ñ(i). Let ψ P DpMpqpRdqzt0u and γ P DpMpqpRdq be a synthesis window for ψ.
Exactly as in the proof of (4.4) in Lemma 4.1(ii), one shows that for some ℓ ą 0 (for
any ℓ ą 0)
|Vψfpx, ξq| ď CωpxqeMpπ|ξ|{pℓ
?
dqq,
for some C “ Cℓ ą 0. Now, one can extend f as an element of B1˚ω via the desingular-
ization formula (3.4) as in the proof of Lemma 4.1(iii).

We can now study the S-asymptotic behavior (4.1) for an arbitrary unbounded set
W . Recall our notation WR “ W `Bp0, Rq.
Theorem 4.5. Let W Ă Rd be an unbounded set and let ω be a positive measurable
function on Rd that satisfies (4.3). An ultradistribution f P D1˚pRdq satisfies (4.1)
if and only if for each R ą 0 there are continuous functions tfαuαPNd defined on WR
such that for some ℓ ą 0 (for each ℓ ą 0) the bounds (4.7) hold for x P WR and the
representation (4.8) holds on the open set WR.
Proof. The sufficiency of the conditions is easily verified. For the necessity, let R ą 0
be arbitrary and let χR be a non-negative smooth function on R
d such that 0 ď χR ď 1,
χR “ 1 on WR while χR “ 0 outside W2R, and such that
sup
αPNd, ξPRd
|χpαqR pξq|
ℓ|α|Mα
ă 8, @ℓ ą 0.
The existence of such functions can be established as in, e.g., [17, Lemma 3.3]. Then,
we set rf :“ χR ¨ f and notice that rf and f coincide on WR. Take any ϕ P D˚pRdq
and let r ą 0 be such that suppϕ Ă Bp0, rq. Take any h P Rd. If h R Wr`2R then〈 rfpx` hq{rωphq, ϕpxq〉 “ 0. Now suppose h P Wr`2R then h “ h1 ` h2 with h1 P W
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and h2 P Bp0, r ` 2Rq. Then, employing (4.3) and the Banach-Steinhaus theorem,
|
〈 rfpx` hq, ϕpxq〉 |
rωphq ď CR`2ε
|
〈 rfpx` h1q, ϕpx´ h2q〉 |
ωph1q “ O p1q ,
because tTh2ϕ : h2 P Bp0, r ` 2Rqu is a bounded family in D˚pRdq. Consequently,
f˜px ` hq “ Opωphqq, h P Rd, in D1˚pRdq and the assertion follows from Theorem
4.4. 
In applications it is very useful to combine Theorem 4.5 with the ensuing proposition,
which provides conditions under which one might essentially apply Theorem 4.5 with
a function ω that is just defined on the set W .
Proposition 4.6. Let W Ă Rd be a closed convex set. Any positive function ω on W
satisfying
(4.9) p@R ą 0q sup
x, x`hPW
|h|ďR
ωpx` hq
ωpxq ă 8
can be extended to a positive function on Rd satisfying (4.3). In addition, if ω is
measurable (or continuous), the extension can be chosen measurable (or continuous)
as well.
Proof. For any x P Rd we denote by rx P W the (unique in view of convexity) closest
point to x in W . Then, we set rωpxq :“ ωprxq. Since x ÞÑ rx is continuous, rω inherits
measurability or continuity if ω has the property. We now verify (4.3) for rω. Let R ą 0
and let CR an upper bound for ωpt ` yq{ωpyq, where y, t ` y P W and t P Bp0, Rq.
Let x P Rd and h P Bp0, Rq be arbitrary. Consider the points x, x ` h, rx and Ćx` h.
By the obtuse angle criterion, the angles defined by the line segments rx, rx, Ćx` hs and
rx`h, Ćx` h, rxs are at least π{2, whence |rx´Ćx` h| ď |x´px`hq| ď R. It then follows
that rωpx` hq ď CRrωpxq, as required. 
If the weight sequence satisfies stronger assumption, one can drop any regularity
assumption on ω, as stated in the next result.
Theorem 4.7. Let W Ă Rd be an unbounded set and let ω be a positive function on
W . Suppose that pM.1q, pM.2q, and pM.3q hold. An ultradistribution f P D1˚pRdq
satisfies (4.1) if and only if for each R ą 0 there are continuous functions tfαuαPNd
defined on WR such that for some ℓ ą 0 (for each ℓ ą 0) there exists Cℓ ą 0 such that
(4.10) |fαpx` hq| ď Cℓ ℓ
|α|
Mα
ωpxq, x PW, |h| ă R, α P Nd,
and the representation (4.8) holds on the open set WR.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [24, Theorem 1.10, p. 46], but we provide
some simplifications. The converse is easy to show, so we concentrate on showing the
necessity of the conditions for the S-asymptotic boundedness relation (4.1). Let R ą 0.
We consider the linear mapping A : D˚pRdq Ñ X , with values in the Banach space
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X “ tg : W Ñ C : supxPW |gpxq|{ωpxq ă 8u, given by Aϕ “ f ˚ ϕ. It follows from
the closed graph theorem that A is continuous. Consequently, we obtain from the
Banach-Steinhaus theorem the existence of ℓ ą 0 in the Beurling case or pℓpq P R in
the Roumieu case such that A P pDMpLp,1
Bp0,2Rqq1 and f ˚ ϕ P X for each ϕ P D
MpLp,1
Bp0,2Rq, where
we set Lp “ ℓp in the Beurling case or Lp “
śp
j“1 ℓp in the Roumieu case. Since for
each ϕ P DMpLp,1
Bp0,Rq the set tTxϕ : |x| ď Ru is compact in D
MpLp,1
Bp0,2Rq, we conclude that for
any such a ϕ the function f ˚ ϕ is continuous on WR and
sup
hPW, |x|ăR
pf ˚ ϕqpx` hq
pωphqq ă 8.
We now employ the parametrix method. As shown by Komatsu in [14, p. 199], there
exists an ultradifferential operator P pDq of class ˚ that admits a DMpLp,1
B¯p0,Rq -parametrix,
namely, for which there are χ P D˚¯
Bp0,Rq and ϕ P D
MpLp,1
B¯p0,Rq such that δ “ P pDqϕ ` χ.
Setting f0 “ f ˚χ and g “ f ˚ϕ, we obtain the decomposition f “ P pDqg`f0, which in
particular establishes the representation (4.8) with functions fα satisfying the bounds
(4.10). 
5. Quasiasymptotic boundedness
Our results from the previous section can be applied to obtain structural theorems
for ultradistributions being quasiasymptotically bounded in dimension 1. Let ρ be
a positive function defined on an interval of the form rλ0,8q. We are interested in
the relation fpλxq “ Opρpλqq as λ Ñ 8 in ultradistribution spaces. The analog of
the condition (4.9) for a function ρ in this multiplicative setting is being O-regularly
varying (at infinity) [1, p. 65]. The latter means (cf. [1, Theorem 2.0.4, p. 64]) that ρ
is measurable and for each R ą 1
lim sup
xÑ8
sup
λPrR´1,Rs
ρpλxq
ρpλq ă 8.
The next proposition can be established with the aid of Theorem 4.5 and Theorem
4.7 via an exponential change of variables as in the authors’ work [16, Lemma 3.4]; we
omit details.
Proposition 5.1. Let f P D1˚pRq and ρ be a positive function. Suppose that fpλxq “
Opρpλqq as λÑ8 in D1˚pRzt0uq.
(i) If pM.1q, pM.2q1, and pM.3q1 hold and ρ is O-regularly varying at infinity, then
there are continuous functions fm and x0 ą 0 such that
(5.1) f “
8ÿ
m“0
f pmqm on Rzr´x0, x0s
and for some ℓ ą 0 (for any ℓ ą 0) there is Cℓ ą 0 such that
(5.2) |fmpxq| ď Cℓ ℓ
m
Mm
|x|mρp|x|q, |x| ą x0, m P N.
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(ii) If pM.1q, pM.2q, and pM.3q hold, for each R ą 1 one can find x0 and continuous
functions such that f has the representation (5.1), where the fm satisfy the bounds
(5.3) |fmpaxq| ď Cℓ ℓ
m
Mm
|x|mρp|x|q, |x| ą x0, R´1 ă a ă R, m P N,
for some ℓ ą 0 (for any ℓ ą 0).
Remark 5.2. Clearly, (5.2) implies (5.3) for anO-regularly varying function ρ. Assume
pM.1q, pM.2q1, and pM.3q1 hold. Notice the representations (5.1) with bounds (5.3) are
also sufficient to yield fpλxq “ Opρpλqq as λÑ8 in D1˚pRzt0uq, so that the converses
of both parts (i) and (ii) of Proposition 5.1 are valid.
In the rest of the section we are interested in describing quasiasymptotic boundedness
in the full space D1˚pRq. For it, we need to impose stronger variation assumptions on
the gauge function ρ. We call a positive measurable function O-slowly varying at
infintiy if for each ε ą 0 there are Cε, cε, Rε ą 0 such that
(5.4)
cε
λε
ď Lpλxq
Lpxq ď Cελ
ε, λ ě 1, x ą Rε.
In the terminology from [1] this means that the upper and lower Matuszewska indices
of L are both equal to 0. Thus, a function of the form ρpλq “ λqLpλq is an O-regularly
varying function with both upper and lower Matuszewska indices equal to q P R.
The authors have found in [16] complete structural theorems for the quasiasymp-
totic behavior of ultradistributions with respect to regularly varying functions. If we
exchange [16, Lemma 3.4] with Proposition 5.1, the same technique1 from [16, Sections
3 and 4] leads to two ensuing structural theorems for quasiasymptotic boundedness.
Theorem 5.3. Assume pM.1q, pM.2q1, and pM.3q1 hold. Let f P D1˚pRq, q P R, and
let L P L8locr0,8q be O-slowly varying at infinity. Let k be the smallest positive integer
such that ´k ď q. Then,
(5.5) fpλxq “ O pλqLpλqq as λÑ8 in D1˚pRq
holds if and only if there are continuous functions fm on R such that
f “
8ÿ
m“k´1
f pmqm ,
for some ℓ ą 0 (for any ℓ ą 0) there exists Cℓ ą 0 such that
(5.6) |fmpxq| ď Cℓ ℓ
m
Mm
p1` |x|qq`mLp|x|q, m ě k ´ 1,
and additionally (only) when q “ ´k
(5.7)
ż x
´x
fk´1pxqdx “ O pLpxqq , xÑ8.
1One still needs an O-version of the integration lemma [16, Lemma 3.2]; however, careful inspec-
tion in the arguments given in [24, Subsection 2.10.2 and Proposition 2.17] shows that having the
inequalities (5.4) is all one needs to establish the validity of such an O-version.
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A function L is O-regularly varying at the origin if Lp1{xq is O-regularly varying at
infinity.
Theorem 5.4. Assume pM.1q, pM.2q1, and pM.3q1. Let f P D1˚pRq, q P R, and let
L be O-slowly varying at the origin. Let k be the smallest positive integer such that
´k ď q. Then, we have that
(5.8) fpεxq “ O pεqLpεqq as εÑ 0` in D1˚pRq
holds if and only if there exist x0 ą 0 and continuous functions F and fm on r´x0, x0szt0u,
m ě k, such that
fpxq “ F pkq `
8ÿ
m“k
f pmqm , on p´x0, x0q,
for some ℓ ą 0 (for any ℓ ą 0) there exists Cℓ ą 0 such that
|fmpxq| ď Cℓ ℓ
m
Mm
|x|q`mLp|x|q, 0 ă |x| ď x0,
for all m ě k, and F “ 0 when q ą ´k while if q “ ´k the function F satisfies, for
each a ą 0, the bounds
F paxq ´ F p´xq “ OapLpxqq, xÑ 0`.
We end this section with a remark that briefly indicates further properties of quasi-
asymptotic boundedness.
Remark 5.5. Let Z˚pRq be the space of ultradifferentiable functions introduced in
[16, Section 5]. Similarly as in the quoted article, one can show under the assumptions
pM.1q, pM.2q1 and pM.3q1:
(i) If (5.5) holds with an O-regularly varying function at infinity L , then f P Z 1˚pRq
and the quasiasymptotic boundedness relation (5.5) actually holds true in Z 1˚pRq.
From here one derives the following characterization of Z 1˚pRq. An ultradis-
tribution f P D1˚pRq belongs to Z 1˚pRq if and only if there is some q P R such
that fpλxq “ Opλqq as λ Ñ 8 in D1˚pRq. We leave the verification of the direct
implication to the reader.
(ii) If f P Z 1˚pRq and (5.8) holds with an O-regularly varying function at the origin
L, then (5.8) is actually valid in Z 1˚pRq.
(iii) From these two properties, the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, and the fact that
D˚pRq is dense in Z˚pRq, one concludes that [16, Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.3]
still hold true if one replaces pM.2q and pM.3q there by the weaker assumptions
pM.2q1 and pM.3q1.
6. The moment asymptotic expansion
This section is devoted to study the moment asymptotic expansion (1.1), which in
general we interpret in the sense of the following definition.
Definition 6.1. Let X be a l.c.s. of smooth functions provided with continuous actions
of the dilation operators and the Dirac delta and all its partial derivatives. An element
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f P X 1 is said to satisfy the moment asymptotic expansion (MAE) in X 1 if there are
µα P C, α P Nd, called its moments, such that for any ϕ P X and k P N we have
(6.1) 〈fpλxq, ϕpxq〉 “
ÿ
|α|ăk
µαϕ
pαqp0q
α!λ|α|`d
`O
ˆ
1
λk`d
˙
, λÑ8.
Similarly as in the case of compactly supported distributions [8, 9] or analytic func-
tionals [27], one can show that any compactly supported distribution satisfies the MAE
in E 1˚pRdq (we will actually state a stronger result in Proposition 7.3 below). Naturally,
as in the distribution case, we expect the MAE to be also valid in larger ultradistri-
bution spaces. In dimension 1, Estrada gave in [7, Theorem 7.1] (cf. [9]) a full char-
acterization of the largest distribution space where the moment asymptotic expansion
holds; in fact, he showed that f P D1pRq satisfies the MAE (in D1pRq) if and only if
f P K1pRq (and the MAE holds in this space), where K1pRq is the dual of the so-called
space of GLS symbols of pseudodifferential operators [11]. One of our goals here is to
give an ultradistributional counterpart of Estrada’s result.
We start by introducing an ultradistributional version of KpRdq. For each q P N and
ℓ ą 0 we denote by KMp,ℓq pRdq the Banach space of all smooth functions ϕ for which
the norm
‖ϕ‖
K
Mp,ℓ
q pRdq “ sup
αPNd
sup
xPRd
p1` |x|q|α|´q|ϕpαqpxq|
ℓ|α|Mα
is finite. From this we construct the spaces
KpMpqq pRdq “ limÐÝ
ℓÑ0`
KMp,ℓq pRdq, KtMpuq pRdq “ limÝÑ
ℓÑ8
KMp,ℓq pRdq,
and finally the test function space
K˚pRdq “ limÝÑ
qPN
K˚q pRdq.
It should be noticed that this is space is never trivial; in fact, K˚pRdq contains the
space of polynomials.
Our first important result in this subsection asserts that the elements of K1˚pRdq
automatically satisfy the MAE. Interestingly, no restriction on the weight sequence Mp
is needed to achieve this.
Theorem 6.2. Any element f P K1˚pRdq satisfies the MAE in K1˚pRdq and its moments
are exactly µα “ 〈fpxq, xα〉, α P Nd.
Proof. Let f P K1˚pRdq We keep λ ě 1 and fix k P N. Take any arbitrary ϕ P K˚q pRdq,
where we may assume q ě k. Consider the pk ´ 1qth order Taylor polynomial of ϕ at
the origin, that is, ϕkpxq :“
ř
|α|ăk ϕ
pαqp0qxα{α!. Since ϕk P K˚pRdq,
〈fpλxq, ϕpxq〉 “
ÿ
|α|ăk
µαϕ
pαqp0q
α!λ|α|`d
` 〈fpλxq, ϕpxq ´ ϕkpxq〉 .
Thus, we need to show 〈fpλxq, ϕpxq ´ ϕkpxq〉 “ Op1{λk`dq. This bound does not
require any uniformity in k; therefore, we may just assume that ϕpαqp0q “ 0 for any
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|α| ă k so that our problem reduces to estimate | 〈fpλxq, ϕpxq〉 |. There exists some
ℓ “ ℓf ą 0 (some ℓ “ ℓφ ą 0) such that ϕ P KMp,ℓq pRdq and
|〈fpλxq, ϕpxq〉| ď
‖f‖pKMp,ℓq pRdqq1
λd
sup
αPNd
sup
xPRd
p1` |x|q|α|´q|ϕpαqpx{λq|
λ|α|ℓ|α|Mα
.
If |α| ě q, we have
sup
xPRd
p1` |x|q|α|´q|ϕpαqpx{λq|
λ|α|ℓ|α|Mα
“ 1
λq
sup
ˆ
1` |x|
λ` |x|
˙|α|´q p1` |x|{λq|α|´q|ϕpαqpx{λq|
ℓ|α|Mα
ď
‖ϕ‖
K
Mp,ℓ
q pRdq
λk
.
We further consider |α| ă q. When |x| ě λ, obviously
1
2
ď 1` |x|
λ` |x|
and we obtain
sup
|x|ěλ
p1` |x|q|α|´q|ϕpαqpx{λq|
λ|α|ℓ|α|Mα
ď 2q
‖ϕ‖
K
Mp,ℓ
q pRdq
λk
.
We are left with the case |x| ď λ and |α| ă q. If k ď |α| ă q we get
sup
|x|ďλ
p1` |x|q|α|´q|ϕpαqpx{λq|
λ|α|ℓ|α|Mα
ď 1
λk
sup
|x|ďλ
|ϕpαqpx{λq|
ℓ|α|Mα
ď 2q´k ‖ϕ‖KMp,ℓpRdq
λk
.
Finally, for |α| ă k, the Taylor formula yields
sup
|x|ďλ
p1` |x|q|α|´q|ϕpαqpx{λq|
λ|α|ℓ|α|Mα
ď sup
|x|ďλ
p1` |x|q|α|´q
λ|α|ℓ|α|Mα
ÿ
αďβ
|β|“k
|ϕpβqpξx{λq|
pβ ´ αq!
|x||β´α|
λ|β´α|
ď 2qCℓ,k
λk
‖ϕ‖
K
Mp,ℓ
p pRdq .
The proof is now complete. 
The next proposition describes the structure of the elements of K1˚pRdq. The proof
in the Beurling case is standard, while in the Roumieu case it can be established via the
dual Mittag-Leffler lemma in a similar fashion as in [12, Section 8], we therefore leave
details to the reader. We point out that the converse of Proposition 6.3 holds uncon-
ditionally, that is, without having to impose any assumption on the weight sequence
Mp.
Proposition 6.3. Let Mp satisfy pM.1q and pM.2q1. Let f P K1˚pRdq. Then, given
any q P N one can find a multi-sequence of continuous functions fα “ fq,α P CpRdq
such that
(6.2) f “
ÿ
αPNd
f pαqα
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and for some ℓ ą 0 (for any ℓ ą 0) there is C “ Cq,ℓ ą 0 such that
(6.3) |fαpxq| ď C ℓ
|α|
Mα
p1` |x|q|α|´q, x P Rd, α P Nd.
Notice that when pM.1q and pM.3q1 hold, then one has the continuous and dense in-
clusions D˚pRdq ãÑ K˚pRdq ãÑ E˚pRdq, so that in particular K1˚pRdq Ă D1˚pRdq. Upon
combining Proposition 5.1(i) with Theorem 6.2, one obtains the following complete
characterization of those one-dimensional ultradistributions f P D1˚pRq satisfying the
MAE:
Theorem 6.4. Suppose Mp satisfies pM.1q, pM.2q1, and pM.3q1. An ultradistribution
f P D1˚pRq satisfies the MAE in D1˚pRq if and only if f P K1˚pRq.
Proof. If f satisfies the MAE, then in particular fpλxq “ Opλ´qq in D1˚pRzt0uq for each
q P N. Hence, for a fixed but arbitrary q P N, using Proposition 5.1(i) and Komatsu’s
first structural theorem in the case of compactly supported ultradistributions, we can
write f “ ř8m“1 f pmqm in D1˚pRq with fm “ fq,m P CpRq such that for some (for
each) ℓ ą 0 they fulfill bounds fmpxq “ Oq,ℓpℓmp|x| ` 1qm´q´2q{Mm. Clearly, this
representation yields f P K1˚q pRq. Since q was arbitrary, we conclude that f P K1˚pRq.
For the converse, Theorem 6.2 shows that a stronger conclusion actually holds. 
Remark 6.5. In dimension d “ 1, this argument gives an alternative way for proving
Proposition 6.3 in the non-quasianalytic case without having to resort in the dual
Mittag-Leffler lemma.
7. The uniform MAE
The bound in (6.1) is not uniform in general, but in the ultradistributional case it
is natural to expect that some sort of uniformity could be present. For instance, we
see below in Proposition 7.3 that this is the case for compactly supported ultradistri-
butions. Let us introduce the following uniform variant of the MAE. Throughout this
section we work with three weight sequences Mp, Np, and Ap, and simultaneously de-
note in short their Beurling or Roumieu cases by ˚, :, and 7, respectively; the associated
functions of Mp and Np are M and N .
Definition 7.1. Let Ap be a weight sequence and let X be a l.c.s. of smooth functions
provided with with continuous actions of the dilation operators and the Dirac delta and
all its partial derivatives. An element f P X 1 satisfies the uniform moment asymptotic
expansion (UMAE) in X 1 with respect to 7 if there are µα P C, α P Nd, such that for
any ϕ P X and each ℓ ą 0 (for some ℓ “ ℓϕ ą 0) the asymptotic formula
(7.1) 〈fpλxq, ϕpxq〉 “
ÿ
|α|ăk
µαϕ
pαqp0q
α!λ|α|`d
`O
ˆ
ℓkAk
λk`d
˙
, λÑ 8,
holds uniformly for k P N.
We now introduce ultradistribution spaces that are closely related to the UMAE.
Given q, ℓ ą 0 we denote by KMp,ℓNp,q pRdq the Banach space of all ϕ P C8pRdq for which
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the norm
(7.2) ‖ϕ‖
K
Mp,ℓ
Np,q
pRdq :“ sup
αPNd
sup
xPRd
e´Npq|x|qp1` |x|q|α| ˇˇϕpαqpxqˇˇ
ℓ|α|Mα
is finite. We then define
K
pMpq
pNpq pRdq “ limÝÑ
qÑ8
limÐÝ
ℓÑ0`
K
Mp,ℓ
Np,q
pRdq, KtMputNpu pRdq “ limÝÑ
ℓÑ8
limÐÝ
qÑ0`
K
Mp,ℓ
Np,q
pRdq,
and consider the dual K1˚: pRdq, whose elements satisfy the UMAE as stated in the next
theorem.
Theorem 7.2. Suppose Mp and Np satisfy pM.1q and pM.2q; in addition we assume
that infpPN p
a
Np ą 0. Set Ap “ NpmaxjďppMj{j!q. Then, any element f P K1˚: pRdq
satisfies the UMAE in K1˚: pRdq w.r.t. 7.
Proof. By replacing it by an equivalent sequence, we may assume that Np ą 1 for each
p. Fix an arbitrary 0 ă ε ď 1 in the Beurling case, while we put ε “ 1 in the Roumieu
case. We will always assume λ ě H ě 1, where H is the parameter in pM.2q (for
both sequences). Take any f P K1˚: pRdq and ϕ P K˚: pRdq. Arguing as in the proof of
Theorem 6.2, we need to find a uniform bound for | 〈fpλxq, ϕpxq ´ ϕkpxq〉 |, where ϕk
is the pk´ 1qth order Taylor polynomial of ϕ at the origin. There exist q “ qϕ ą 0 and
ℓ “ ℓf ą 0 (ℓ “ ℓϕ ą 0 and q “ qf ą 0) such that ϕ P KMp,ℓNp,q pRdq and for some C ą 0
|〈fpλxq, ϕpxq ´ ϕkpxq〉| ď C
λd
sup
αPNd
sup
xPRd
e´Npq|x|qp1` |x|q|α| |Bαrϕpx{λq ´ ϕkpx{λqs|
ℓ|α|Mα
.
We split according to the size of α P Nd.
First suppose that |α| ă k. Set ℓ0 :“ maxp1, ℓq. From the Taylor expansion and
(2.2) it follows that
p1` |x|q|α||ϕpαqpx{λq ´ ϕpαqk px{λq|
eNpq|x|qλ|α|ℓ|α|Mα
ď e
´Npq|x|qp1` |x|q|α|
pλℓq|α|Mα
ÿ
αďβ
|β|“k
|ϕpβqpξ x
λ
q|
pβ ´ αq!
ˆ |x|
λ
˙|β´α|
ď λ´k ‖ϕ‖
K
Mp,εℓ
Np,q
pRdq ε
kp1` |x|qkeNpq|x|{λq´Npq|x|q
ÿ
αďβ
|β|“k
ℓ|β´α|Mβ
Mαpβ ´ αq!
ď λ´kAN0 ‖ϕ‖
K
Mp,εℓ
Np,q
pRdq pdHℓ0εqkp1` |x|qke´Npq|x|{Hq
ÿ
αďβ
|β|“k
Mβ´α
|β ´ α|!
ď λ´k2d´1A2 ‖ϕ‖
K
Mp,εℓ
Np,q
pRdq
`
4dq´1H2ℓ0ε
˘k
Nk max
0ďjďk
Mj
j!
.
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Now let |α| ě k. For |x| ě λ, one has
λk exprNpq|x|{λqs “ λk sup
pPN
pq|x|{λqpN0
Np
ď max
"
sup
pěk
qp|x|pN0
Np
, sup
0ďpăk
qp|x|kN0
Np
*
ď q´k0 Nk exprNpq|x|qs,
where q0 “ minp1, qq. Then, since p1 ` |x|q|α|{p1 ` |x|{λq|α| ď λ|α| for any α P Nd, we
have
sup
|α|ěk
sup
|x|ěλ
e´Npq|x|qp1` |x|q|α| ˇˇϕpαq px{λqˇˇ
pλℓq|α|Mα ď λ
´k ‖ϕ‖
K
Mp,εℓ
Np,q
pRdq pε{q0qkNk.
In the case |x| ď λ, we have for |α| ě k,
e´Npq|x|qp1` |x|q|α| ˇˇϕpαqpx{λqˇˇ
pλℓq|α|Mα ď
e´Npq|x|qp1` |x|qk
λk
p1` |x|q|α|´k|ϕpαqpx{λq|
λ|α|´kℓ|α|Mα
ď λ´kN´10 eNpqq ‖ϕ‖KMp,εℓ
Np,q
pRdq p2ε{qqkNk,
which concludes the proof.

The next result describes the UMAE for compactly supported ultradistributions.
The proof goes alone the same lines as that of Theorem 7.2 and we therefore leave
details to the reader.
Proposition 7.3. Any element f P E 1˚pRdq satisfies the UMAE in E 1˚pRdq w.r.t. 7,
where Ap “ maxjďppMj{j!q.
A standard argument shows the ensuing structural description for K1˚: pRdq.
Proposition 7.4. Let Mp satisfy pM.1q and pM.2q1. Let f P K1˚pRdq. Then, for each
q ą 0, there is some ℓ “ ℓq (for each ℓ there some qℓ ą 0) such that one can find a
multi-sequence of continuous functions fα “ fq,ℓ,α P CpRdq for which f “
ř
αPNd f
pαq
α
and there is C “ Cq,ℓ ą 0 such that
(7.3) |fαpxq| ď C ℓ
|α|
Mα
p1` |x|q|α|e´Npq|x|q, x P Rd, α P Nd.
Let us now consider the one-dimensional case. The ensuing theorem is a counterpart
of Theorem 6.4 for the UMAE; notice however that a full characterization is lacking
in this case. We mention that if pM.1q and pM.3q1 hold, one verifies that D˚pRdq ãÑ
K˚: pRdq ãÑ E˚pRdq.
Theorem 7.5. Suppose that Np satisfies pM.1q and that pM.1q, pM.2q, and pM.3q hold
for the weight sequence Mp. Set Ap “ MpNp{p!. If f P D1˚pRq satisfies the UMAE in
D1˚pRq with respect to :, then f P K1˚: pRq and if in addition Np satisfies pM.2q and
infpPN p
a
Np ą 0, the UMAE holds for f in K1˚: pRq w.r.t. 7.
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Proof. It suffices to show that f P K1˚: pRq. In the Beurling case we take an arbitrary
constant sequence rp “ 1{q ą 0 and in the Roumieu case an arbitrary prpq P R. We
have that, whenever ϕ P D˚pRdzt0uq,
|〈fpλxq, ϕpxq〉| ď O
ˆ
Rk´1Nk´1
λk`dN0
˙
,
which implies, taking infimum over k,
|〈fpλxq, ϕpxq〉| “ O `λ´pd`1q exp `´Nrppλq˘˘ .
Appliying Proposition 5.1(ii), we can write f “ řmPN f pmqm with continuous functions
fm satisfying the bounds
|fmpxq| ď Cℓ ℓ
m
Mm
p1` |x|qm´d´1e´Nrq p|x|q, x P R, m P N,
for some ℓ ą 0 (for each ℓ ą 0). This yields f P K1˚: pRq in both cases, as required. (In
the Roumieu case we apply [2, Lemma 4.5(i), p. 417].) It has been proved by Petzsche
[18, Proposition 1.1] that pM.3q implies the so-called Rudin condition, namely, there
is C such that
max
jďp
ˆ
Mj
j!
˙1{j
ď C
ˆ
Mp
p!
˙1{p
, p P N;
therefore, the rest follows from Theorem 7.2. 
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